
1. Observations on forms and patterns of critique - Judith Leemann,
2004.

Response:
● Is it possible to critique without employing a sense of authority?
● How to guide/encourage, motivate without authority?
● How to guide, encourage or motivate without inserting one's sense of

self-motive?

a. Firing Squad : a barrage of questions, inquiries aimed at the maker concerning
the work. Emotionally aggressive and draining to the maker who is forced to
defend their work. Evaluations or instructions based on this structure is
questionable as it poses an intimidating threat on the maker therefore influencing
and narrowing their creative path. Why be rigorous?

b. Don’t Kill The Baby: “You coo at it”. Being sensitive, keep the creative energy
going; nurturing the excitement in actualizing the creative idea, present
possibilities of means of amplifying/accentuating the idea, accordingly as it's
developing organically. Be like a “hype-man”, “gassin’ the artiste up .. till they
start feelin’ themselves.”

c. Creative Response: Yes “Creative RESPONSE”, NOT a “CREATIVE REACTION”
which involves imparting a directive action of the work based on one's own
creative intention or motive and not that of the maker of the work. Observing
another’s work and realizing the urge to impart/insert/instruct or direct according
to one's own subjective experiences, back off and shout, “Keep it going, you got
it!”

d. Dynamics: “Dancing with a snake”. If one has observed, its quite plausible and
the fact, based on the movement of a snake, that snakes could possibly without
any effort be able to dance but you gotta assure them that they can. By
explaining to them what dancing is, and then pointing out to them that “they do
this''.  Read the room, read the vibe, read the mood then approach accordingly.

2. Feldman’s Model of Art Criticism, (1960’s & 70’s)
Response:

● Is it possible to observe, making note of(mentally) in a silent manner - without
recording - not clinging to the present state of the imagery being perceived
therefore not developing a bias for the particular image at that particular time
(based on ones subjective experience) than the making obvious, in making a list,
literally, which carries with it a subliminal directive influential force of expectations
towards the other whose work is being criticized.

○ Description:
■ Observe, wholly and approach the artwork with enthusiasm and

excitement, like a little child, curious and in awe with what’s being
visually presented to them.



● Ask: What are we looking at?
■ “According to my point of view and conditioning…what I’m seeing

is…..” Then proceed to point out entirely all that’s being visually
perceived from/presented by the artwork while describing any
suggestive meanings, interpretations or emotions being invoked
from the artwork.

● Inform & Affirm to the artist that any meanings and
interpretation derived are merely subjective to the
audience and may not necessarily correlate with the artists
intended meanings and so therefore does not carry any
authoritative merit to influence the artist or the artwork -
especially when it’s a work-in-progress.

○ Analysis:
■ After having observed the artwork, focus on the apparent and

non-apparent or seemingly so formal elements present in the
artwork such as principles of design, use of pattern, exaggeration,
focus and composition etc. Perceive how the artist (chooses) to
create a center of interest or lack thereof, use of color, proportions,

■ Depending on whether or not the artist is aware of said traditional
elements of Art during this stage it is paramount and essential to
exercise careful sensitivity in identifying and pointing out such
information/knowledge to the artist in a way that does not impair,
influence or direct their original, primal and vernacular sense of
creative expression and guiding them along the course of their
creative exploration.

○ Interpretation:
■ Though interpretations are mostly subjective, it can be useful by

making the artist aware of possible meanings, intended or not,
which may be read from ones perception of their artwork. This
awareness serves to bridge the gap between intended and
interpreted meaning of the artist and the perceiver(audience)

○ Judgement:
■ At the end of it all, leave the artist, after having engaged with their

work with a sense of adoration and hope in the evolution of the
artwork. Praise the bravado and confidence involved in enduring
the task of creative exploring. “So FAR SO GREAT, KEEP ON!”


